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Introduction 
 

At Alsop High School, we know that if you build effective revision strategies from the beginning of Secondary School this 
will help you become a better student. This is based on evidence, so we know that if you do it well, it will work.  

In this knowledge organiser is all the key knowledge you need for each subject to help you prepare for year 7. 

There are exact facts, dates, events, characters, concepts and precise definitions that we need you to remember for each 
subject. 
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At Alsop High School we know that this is best when using the look-cover- write-check technique.  

When this is done in regular small chunks, it is one of the best ways you can learn relevant knowledge over time.  

What to do 

We have provided a timetable with this knowledge organiser so you can really prepare for joining us in September 
successfully! You have been given an exercise book with this knowledge organiser to follow the steps outlined below. 

 

   

 

 

Open the exercise book.  

Count five lines up from the bottom of the page. 

Now draw a line across the page from edge to edge with a ruler. 

Write the date and the title at the top of the page. 

Underline this then with your ruler. 
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Using a ruler look carefully at up to four points.                               
These are numbered clearly on each page.  

Read each point carefully and re read them if you need to. 
Don’t rush, take your time and try your hardest to remember 
the points. word for word 

Now cover your knowledge organiser with the self-quizzing 
cover sheet provided in this pack so you can’t see the points. 
Don’t peak! 
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Now write down the points in your exercise book as you have 
remembered them.  

You must write them exactly as they appear in the knowledge 
organiser. 

Now check what you have written. Is it correct? 

Check your writing word for word. With a green pen, draw a 
tick above each correct word. 
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Underline the mistakes. 

Now Write your corrections clearly in the margin or above the word. 

Checking is the most important part of this process.  

We would expect to see lots of corrections in green pen.  

This means that you have done prep well and are learning from your 
mistakes. 
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What a good one looks like! Don’t worry if you have lots of 
corrections.  

Go back to the same points again and repeat. The more you do this the 
more the information will stick. 
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What do I start with and how often should I do this? 
At Alsop we want you to be ready to begin your journey with us. We want you to already be familiar with this process because this is what every year 
groups does, starting with year 7 up to year 13. We know this is best when you do a little and often. We have given you a timetable below to support you in 
the process. You should spend 20 mins on each subject each night. 

We have given you a timetable for the next 10 weeks to prepare you to be a fully prepared student at Alsop!! Each section identifies the subject, section 
and numbers you should study. 

Week 1 

 Monday  Tuesday  Wednesday  Thursday  Friday 

Subject 1 English  Maths  Science Spanish  History 

Points to cover Spelling 1-5 Calculations 1-3 Section A 1-4 

Section B 5 

Gender 1-4 1-6 

Subject 2 Geography Art IT Music Tech 

Points to cover 1-5 Key concepts 1-5 Key definitions 1-4 1-5 Key definitions 1-5 

Week 2 

 Monday  Tuesday  Wednesday  Thursday  Friday 

Subject 1 English  Maths  Science Spanish  History 

Points to cover Punctuation 1-5 Calculations 4-6 Section B 6-10 Articles 5 7-12 

Subject 2 Geography Art IT Music PE 

Points to cover 6-10 Key concepts  Key definitions 5-10 6-10 Key terms 1-5 
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Week 3 

 Monday  Tuesday  Wednesday  Thursday  Friday 

Subject 1 English  Maths  Science Spanish  History 

Points to cover Punctuation 6-10 Metric units 7-9 Section C 11-15 La familia 6-11 13-18 

Subject 2 Geography Art IT Music Tech 

Points to cover 11-15 Key terms 11- 15 Key terms 10-12 11-15 Key definitions 6-10 

 

Week 4 

 Monday  Tuesday  Wednesday  Thursday  Friday 

Subject 1 English  Maths  Science Spanish  History 

Points to cover 11-14 Metric units  

10-11 

Place value 12-13 

Section C 16-17 

Section D 18-22 

La familia 12-17 19-22 

Subject 2 Geography Music IT PE Tech 

Points to cover 16-20 16-20 Key terms 13 Key terms 6-10 Key definitions 11-16 
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Week 5 

 Monday  Tuesday  Wednesday  Thursday  Friday 

Subject 1 English  Maths  Science Spanish  History 

Points to cover Tenses 15-20 Place value 14-15 Section E 22 -25 

Section F 26-28 

Los animales 18-23 23-28 

Subject 2 Geography Art IT Music Tech 

Points to cover Continents of the 
world 21-25 

Key terms 16-17 

Pop art 18-21 

14-17 Features of music 21-24 17-21 

 

 

Week 6 

 Monday  Tuesday  Wednesday  Thursday  Friday 

Subject 1 English  Maths  Science Spanish  History 

Points to cover Tenses 21-23 

Sentence types 24-26 

Calculating fractions 
16-19 

Section G 31-36 Los animales 24-29 29-35 

Subject 2 Geography Art IT Music PE 

Points to cover Continents of the 
world 27-28 

Map skills- 29-31 

Andy Warhol 

22-16 

18-19 Features of music 25-27 Key terms 11-15 
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Week 7 

 Monday  Tuesday  Wednesday  Thursday  Friday 

Subject 1 English  Maths  Science Spanish  History 

Points to cover Sentence types 27-28 

Conjunctions 29-30 

Fraction decimal 
percentage 20-25 

Section G 37-42 Los días de la semana- 
30-36 

36- 42 

Subject 2 Geography Art IT Music Tech 

Points to cover Map symbols 32-37 Andy Warhol 27 

Print technique 28-
29 

Key information 20-23 Musical instruments 
and families 28-30 

Healthy Eating guide 22-
26 

 

Week 8 

 Monday  Tuesday  Wednesday  Thursday  Friday 

Subject 1 English  Maths  Science Spanish  History 

Points to cover Voice 31-32 

Clauses 33-34 

Types of angle 26-29 Section G 43- 46 Los meses del año 

37-42 

43-45 

Key terms A-D 

Subject 2 Geography PE English Music Tech 

Points to cover Map symbols 38-43 Key terms 16-20 Language 41-42 Musical instruments 
and families 31-32 

Food 27-30 
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Week 9  

 Monday  Tuesday  Wednesday  Thursday  Friday 

Subject 1 English  Maths  Science Spanish  History 

Points to cover Types of writing 
35-40 

Types of triangle 30-
33 

Section H 47-52 Los meses del año 43- 48 Key Terms 

E-J 

Subject 2 Geography Art English Science Tech 

Points to cover Grid references 44-
45 

Print technique30-
31 

Text types 43-47 58-63 Food 30-32 

Measurements 33-35 

 

 

Week 10 

 Monday  Tuesday  Wednesday  Thursday  Friday 

Subject 1 English  Maths  Science Spanish  History 

Points to cover Texts 43-47 Perimeter, area and 
volume 34-37 

Section I 64-68 Tu cumpleaños – 49-54 Key Terms K-Q 

Subject 2 Geography English Spanish  Science PE 

Points to cover Grid references 46-
47 

Language features 48-
49 

Structuring texts 50-
52 

Verb Tener 55-62 69-72 Key terms 21-24 
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Self Quizzing Tracking Sheet 

 

Each time you complete a self -quiz task in your exercise book, record the date, subject and score so you can track your 
performance each week in each subject. 

 

Date  Subject  Score  Date  Subject  Score  
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Date  Subject  Score  Date  Subject  Score  
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A: SPELLING 
1 Compound word A word that contains two or more root words news + paper 
2 Key word A word which can’t be phonetically decoded the / knowledge  
3 Prefix A prefix is added at the beginning of a word in order to turn it into another word disappear 
4 Suffix A suffix is an ‘ending’, used at the end of one word to turn it into another word teacher 
5 Homophone Two words which sound the same but are written differently here & hear 
 

B: PUNCUTATION 
1 Use capital letters to start a sentence and full stops, question marks or 

exclamation marks to finish. 
 

2 Use capital letters for names, places and the pronoun ‘I’. London / Liverpool 
3 Use commas to separate items in a list including adjective lists.  The box was old, wooden and heavy. 
4 Use commas to give sentences clear meaning. ‘Let’s eat, Caroline.’ Instead of ‘Let’s eat Caroline!’ 
5 Use a comma after an adverbial at the start of a sentence.  Later that day, she left. 
6 Use apostrophes to show possession. My Mum’s bag. / The girls’ room. (Plural) 
7 Use apostrophes to show omission. Don’t do that. 
8 Colons are used to introduce a list. You may be required to bring many items: clothes, food and water. 
9 Semi-colons are used between list items.  Last year we went to Liverpool, England; Paris, France; and Berlin, Germany. 
10 Semi-colon joins two related clauses together. Sarah shut the door; the dog began to howl. 
9 Use hyphens to create compound words and avoid confusion. man-eating shark 
10 Use dashes (-), brackets and commas to add a additional information 

(parenthesis). 
The cat (that didn’t belong to me) was black. 

 

C: NOUN PHRASES 
11. Gives detail about a noun but 

does not contain a verb. 
An ancient book in a leather sleeve was 
hidden in the library. 

 

D: FRONTED ADVERBIAL 
13. The use of adverbials at the start 

of a sentence. 
Later that day, she left the house. 

 

E: MODAL VERBS 
12. Show degree of certainty or 

possibility. 
 

could/should/would/might/often/ought/can 

 

F: SUBJUNCTIVE FORM/MOOD 
14. A verb form to express wishes, 

hopes, commands, demands or 
suggestions. 

If I were the Prime Minister… / I suggest 
that you take the deal. 
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I: CONJUNCTIONS 
29 Subordinate Joins a 

subordinate 
clause and a 
main clause. 

While/After/Befo
re/Because/If/ 
Though/Since 

I get to learn about 
grammar because I go to 
school. 

30. Coordinating Joins two 
independent 
(main) 
clauses. 
 

For 
/And/But/Yet/So 

I like ice cream and I like 
cake. 

G: TENSES 
15. Simple Past I walked / We saw / You ran 
16. Past Continuous/ Progressive I was walking / We were seeing / You were running 
17 Past Perfect I had walked / We had seen / You had run 
18. Simple Present I walk / We see / You run 
19. Present Continuous/ Progressive I am walking / We are seeing / You are running 
20. Present Perfect I have walked / We have seen / You have run 
22. Simple Future I will walk / We will see / You will run 
22. Future Continuous/ Progressive I will be walking / You will be seeing / You will be running 
23.  Future Perfect I will have walked / We will have seen / You will have run 

J: VOICE 
31. PASSIVE: The subject 

performs the action. 
The cat chased the mouse. 

32. ACTIVE: The subject has 
something done to it. 

The mouse was chased by the 
cat. 

K: CLAUSES 
33. Main Clause A simple sentence that contains a subject 

and a verb. It makes sense on its own. 
I went to school. 
 

34. Subordinate 
Clause 

Contains a subordinating conjunction.  
Adds detail to the main clause; is not a 
full sentence.  
The subordinate clause can appear at the 
start, middle or end of a sentence. 

I went to school while 
my brother stayed at 
home. 
 

H. SENTENCE TYPES  
24 Statements tell the 

reader something. 
The leaves fall off the trees in 
autumn. 

25. Questions expect an 
answer in return. 

Did you enjoy the trip? 

26. Exclamations are 
sudden remarks that 
express surprise, strong 
emotion or pain. 

That’s amazing! 

27. Commands begin with 
an imperative verb. 

Wash your hands. 

28. Statements tell the 
reader something. 

The leaves fall off the trees in 
autumn. 
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L: TYPES OF WRITING 
35. Fiction Something that is invented or imaginary. E.g. Harry Potter 
36. Narrative Writing This is when writing is used to tell a story through novels, short stories, biographies, autobiographies and poems. 
37. Descriptive Writing This type of writing focuses on describing something – a character, setting or situation – in great detail. 
38. Expository Writing The main purpose of expository writing is to explain and includes facts and statistics but would not express the writer’s personal opinion. 
39. Persuasive Writing Persuasive writing tries to convince the reader of something by using many persuasive techniques and often asks the reader to do 

something (a ‘call to action’). 
40. Figurative Writing Figurative writing adds colour and imagination to our writing using similes, metaphors, hyperbole or personification. 
 M: DIFFERENT LANGUAGE FEATURES 
41 Speech Uses less formal vocabulary choices (ask for), contractions and colloquial language. 
   
42. Writing Uses more formal vocabulary choices (request), follows the rules of grammar and includes punctuation. 

 

O: TEXT TYPES 
48. Narrative Writing Describes setting and character, uses figurative language and dialogue, and has a beginning, middle and ending. 
48. Speech Welcomes the audience using an opening address, uses rhetorical devices (such as rhetorical questions) and includes persuasive 

techniques such as facts and statistics. 
49. Letter Letters have a formal opening and ending, linked paragraphs and has a clear purpose (what action you want the reader to take). 
50 Newspaper article Contains a headline followed by an opening paragraph that hooks the reader. Facts and eye-witness accounts are also included. 
51. Leaflet This is designed to give information to the reader and contains facts, subheadings and statistics. 
 

N: STRUCTURING TEXTS 
43 Carefully sequence sentences to form a narrative (story) that makes sense. 
44. Maintain the correct tense. Choose past or present tense and use throughout. 
45. Write using paragraphs. 
46. Use headings and subheadings when appropriate (newspaper articles, magazine articles etc). 
47. Structure texts according to purpose. Use devices such as bullet points, tables or subheadings where appropriate. 
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Table 1 Table 2 Table 3 
  Section A. Parts of a Plant 16.Blood Red liquid that flows in arteries and veins. Section H Substances 

Matter the substance that makes up an object 1.A flower is the reproductive organ of a plant. 17.. Veins are tubes carrying blood low in oxygen. 
towards the heart 

2.Roots - a plant organ that anchors the plant in the 
ground and absorbs water. 

18.Heart a hollow muscular organ that pumps the 
blood through the circulatory system 

31.Solids a substance with a fixed shape, cannot flow 
and are difficult to squeeze. 

3.A stem is a plant organ which helps supports the 
plant 

Section E Human Breathing System 32. Liquids a substance shape can change, can flow and 
are difficult to squash. 

4. Leaves absorb sunlight to make food for the plant 19.Breathing system moves air into and out of the 
body. 

33.Gases a substance which can change shape, can 
flow and is easy to squash. 

Section B The Digestive System 20.Lungs situated within the ribcage where oxygen can 
pass into the blood and carbon dioxide be removed 

34. Particles small parts of a substance 

5.Digestive system breaks down and changes food so 
it can be absorbed and used to release energy. 

21, Oxygen is a gas needed to release energy from 
digested food.  

35. Evaporation separates a soluble solid by boiling off 
the liquid 

6. Oesophagus the pipe that carries the food down to 
the stomach. Also called food pipe. 

22.Carbon dioxide a gas released when energy is 
released from digested food. 

36. Condensation is the change of gas to a liquid. 

7. Stomach a muscular bag. Here acid breaks down 
the food where as it is squeezed and turned. 

Section F The Human Skeleton 37. Dissolve when a liquid breaks down a solid 

8.Small Intestine the digested food is absorbed here. 23.A skeleton is a framework which supports, 
protects and enable living things to move. 

38. Soluble substance can dissolve. 

9.Large Intestine absorbs water from the remaining 
waste food. 

24.Skeleton is a framework made up of bones and 
muscles. 

39. Solution is made when a substance dissolves in a 
liquid 

10. Rectum waste food is stored before being 
expelled from the body as poo. 

25.Bone is made up of mainly of a hard substance like 
calcium. 

40. Insoluble substance does not dissolve in a liquid 

Section D Human Circulatory System 26. Muscles are structures that cover the skeleton 
and move our bones.  

41. Filtration is used to separate an insoluble solid from 
a liquid. 

11. Circulatory system carries blood through the 
body, 

Section G The Reproductive System 42. Reversible a change that can be undone 

12. Arteries are tubes that transport blood from the 
heart to other parts of the body 

27.Lifecycle the series of changes in the life of a living 
thing including reproduction. 

43. Irreversible a change that cannot be undone 

13. Veins are tubes carrying blood low in oxygen. 
towards the heart 

28Human lifecycle includes  
birth, growth, development, reproduction and death 

44. Temperature a measurement of how hot or cold an 
object is 

14. Circulatory system carries blood through the 
body, 

29.Reproduction –the production of offspring.  45. Conductor a substance that electricity or heat can 
pass through 

15 Arteries are tubes that transport blood from the 
heart to other parts of the body 

30. Flowering Plant lifecycle 
Seed spread, germination, growth, fertilisation 
pollination 

46. Magnetism can be used to separate magnetic from 
non-magnetic materials.  
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Table 4  
Section J Forces 

Table 5  
Section L Light 

Table 6 
Section N Environment 

47.Force a push, pull, twist or tear 58. Light is a type of energy which makes it possible to 
see. 

69.Habitat – the place in which a plant or animal lives. 
Example ponds. grassland, woodland, hedgerows. 

48.Gravity the force that attracts an object towards 
the centre of the earth 

59.All things we do requires Energy is the ability to do 
work it is how things change and move. It is all around 
us and takes different forms. 

70.Producer-plants are called producers because they 
produce their own food 

49.Friction  is a force that opposes the motion of a 
moving object 

60. Shadow a dark area or shape produced by an 
object coming between rays of light and a surface 

71.Predator an animal that hunts another animal for 
food. 

50.Upthrust is an upwards force pushing on an 
object in fluids 

Section M Space 72.Food chain describes the order that living things 
depend on each other for food.  

51. Contact Forces when the objects are physically 
touching 

61. Star a fixed luminous object in outer space. Section O Classification 

52 Non -Contact Forces when the objects are 
physically separated 

62.Luminous object give off light of their own. e.g. light 
bulb or sun. 

73. Classification is how living things are grouped 
together by similar characteristics. 

53. Drag a force that resists motion through the air. 63. Moon a natural satellite of any planet 74.Invertebrates animals without a backbone 
Section K Sound 64. Satellite an object that orbits a planet 75.Vetebrates animals with a backbone 

54. Sound are made when objects vibrate 65. Sun the star in which the Earth and other planets 
orbit. 

76.Flowering Plants a type of plant that produces 
flowers to reproduce. 

55. Vibration a rapid movement back and forth of 
particles 

66. Earth the planet on which we live 77.Non-Flowering do not have flowers but reproduce 
by spores (dust like particles) or seeds  

56. Pitch describes how high or low a sound is. 67. Orbit the path an object takes as it goes around a 
star. planet or moon 

78.Microorganism tiny living things which can only be 
seen with a microscope. 

57. Volume describes how loud or quiet a sound is. 68. Planet an object that orbits a star.  79. Fungi consist of a mass of threadlike strands  
         

Diagram A below shows how can we things 

 

Explaining Diagram, A How can we see things? 

We can see different objects only in the presence of light. Actually, when a 
beam of light falls on an object from the source of light then this light gets 
reflected in all directions after striking that object. The reflected light then 
reaches our eyes and we become able to see that object. 
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Historical Ages Significant Events 
1 15000 BC – 2500 BC The Stone Age 22 508 BC Democracy starts in Athens. 

2 3000 BC – 800 BC The Bronze Age 23 AD 43 Romans invade Britain. 

3 800 BC – AD 43 The Iron Age 24 AD 122 Work begins on Hadrian’s Wall. 

Ancient Civilisations 25 AD 793 Viking raids in England. 

4 7,500 BC – AD 30 Ancient Egypt 26 AD 1207 Liverpool founded by King John. 

5 5000 BC – 2330 BC Ancient Sumer 27 AD 1066 The Battle of Hastings. 
6 3300 BC – 1500 BC The Indus Valley 28 AD 1215 The signing of the Magna Carta. 
7 1100 BC – AD 1502 Ancient Maya 29 AD 1348 The Black Death arrives in Britain. 

8 1766 BC – 1046 BC Shang Dynasty of Ancient China 30 AD 1381 The Peasants Revolt. 

9 776 BC – 146 BC Ancient Greece 31 AD 1492 Christopher Columbus discovers America 

10 AD 570 – 750 Early Islamic Civilisation 32 AD 1509 The reign of Henry VIII begins. 

11 AD 400 – 1500 Benin 33 AD 1558 The reign of Elizabeth I begins. 

12 AD 1195 – 1522 Aztec  34 AD 1830 The Manchester to Liverpool railway was 
opened. 

Settlers in Britain 35 AD 1837 The reign of Queen Victoria begins. 
13 AD 43 – 410 Romans in Britain 36 AD 1878 Everton Football Club founded. 

14 AD 449 – 1066 The Anglo-Saxons 37 AD 1892 Liverpool Football Club founded. 

15 AD 793 – 1066 The Vikings 38 AD 1914-1918 The First World War 

Significant Events 39 AD 1928 Women achieve the vote. 
16 3180 BC Neolithic village of Scara Brae occupied.  40 AD 1939 - 1945 The Second World War. 

17 3000 BC Work starts on Stonehenge. 41 AD 1940  July – October: The Battle of Britain. 

18 2500 BC Work starts on the pyramids of Giza. 42 AD 1940  August: The first air raid in Liverpool. 

19 1336 BC Rule of Tutankhamen starts. 43 AD 1960 The Beatles first perform. 

20 800 BC First hill forts are constructed. 44 AD 1969  The Moon Landing. 

21 776 BC First Olympic Games. 45 AD 2012 The London Olympic Games. 
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Key individuals 
66. Edward the 

Confessor.         
The last Anglo-Saxon King. He died in 1066 without an 
heir (someone to take over when they died). 

67. 

 

This led to a crisis and several battles for the throne and 
one of the most significant turning points in English 
history. 

68. William of 
Normandy 
 

William won the Battle of Hastings in 1066 and became 
the next English King despite being from Normandy 
(France).   

 

 

He made a lot of changes to the country such as 
introducing new words, a new building style, castles etc. 

69.  Henry VIII Henry VIII is probably the most famous Tudor monarch 
(king or queen). 

70 

 

He is remembered for starting his own church so he could 
divorce his first wife so he could marry again and have a 
son. He had six wives. 

71. Elizabeth I Elizabeth I was the last Tudor monarch as she refused to 
be married and therefore had no natural heir 

72.  

 

Her reign is considered one of the most glorious in 
English history as she settled religious differences, saved 
England from invasion and started the British Empire 

Key Terms 
46. Ancient Belonging to the very distant past. 
47. Settler A person who moves with a group of others to live 

in a new country or area. 
48. Medieval From the middle ages. 

49. Democracy  When people have a say about how the country is 
run. 

50. Black Death A terrible disease that killed 1/3 of the 
population. 

51. Peasant A poor farmer. 
52. Revolt To take violent action against a ruler. 

53. Reign To rule as a king or queen. 

54. Claimant A person making a claim to be the next ruler. 
55. Catholicism A form of Christianity with the Pope as the head 

of the Church. 
56. Reformation When Henry VIII broke from Catholic Church 

and created the Church of England in 1533. 
58. Dissolution When Henry VIII closed and destroyed the 

monasteries of England. 
Historical skills 

60. Chronology The arrangement of dates in time order. 
61. Change and 

continuity  
How things have changed or stayed the same 
throughout History. 

62. Cause and 
consequence 

The reason that things happened and the result 
of them happening. 

63. Interpretation  A person’s opinion of what happened during past 
events. 

64. Sources Evidence that tells us about an historical event. 
It can be primary (from the time) or secondary 
(created after the time). 
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Geography  
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 Key Vocabulary 
1. Biome A very large ecosystem that can cover entire countries and continents e.g. rainforest. 

2. British Isles This included the largest island and includes England, Scotland and Wales. 
3. Capital city The city where government sits. London is the capital city of England and the UK 
4. City A large urban area. Liverpool is a city. 
5. Compass point Any of the main points of the compass: north, south, east and west. 
6. Continent A very large area of land that consists of many countries e.g. Europe. 
7. Country An area of land that is controlled by its own government. 
8. Earthquake A violent shaking of the ground, typically causing great destruction, as a result of movements within the earth’s crust. 
9. Ecosystem An ecosystem is a community of living organisms (plants and animals) and their physical environment. 
10. England A country in the UK.  
11 Human 

geography 
Features of the land that have been impacted by human activity. 
 

12.  Island A piece of land completely surrounded by water. 
 

13.  Great Britain An island made up of England, Scotland and Wales. 
 

14. London The capital city of the UK.  
 

15.  Map symbol A graphical device used to visually represent a real-world characteristic on a map. 
 

16.  Mountain A large natural elevation of the earth’s surface rising abruptly from the surrounding level.  
 

17. Physical 
geography 

Natural features of land. 
 

18.        Sea A large body of salty water. 
 

19.  1. United Kingdom The UK, known as the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland. It includes England, Scotland, Wales and 
Northern Ireland. 
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Continents and oceans of the world 

 

Grid references 

 
  6 figure grid references 

46. In your head, you should be able to divide all sides of the square into ten equal sections. 
 

47. By doing this, you can pinpoint location within the square – these are called six-figure grid 
references. 
 

 
 
 
  

 Map symbols 

 
  4 figure grid references 

44. Each square has a grid reference 
45. To calculate this together the numbers of the eastings and northing that 

cross in its bottom left hand corner 
 
  

20 

21 

22 

23 

25 

26 

27 

30 
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Gender  
1. In Spanish all nouns are either masculine or feminine 
2.   Masculine nouns normally end in ‘o’  

Eg. gato, perro, bolígrafo, amigo 

3. Feminine nouns normally end in ‘a’ or ‘dad’ or ‘ión’ Eg. regla, amiga, ciudad, solución 

                                                           4. Definite article = ‘the’   5. Indefinite articles – (a’ or ‘some’ 
Masculine (singular) Feminine (Singular)  Masculine (singular) Feminine (singular) 

El  
Eg. El chico (the boy) 

La  
Eg. La chica   (the girl) 

Un  
Eg. Un chico (a boy) 

Una  
Eg. Una chica ( a girl) 

Masculine (plural) Feminine (Plural)  Masculine (plural) Feminine (plural) 
Los 

Eg. Los chicos (the boys) 
Las  

Eg. Las chicas (the girls) 
Unos  

Eg. Unos chicos (some boys) 
Unas  

Eg. Unas chicas ( some girls) 

 La Familia – The family 2 Los animales - Animals  

6 Hermano/hermana Brother/sister 18. Un gato A cat                                                 

7 Padre Father  19. Un perro  A dog 

8 Padrastro Stepfather 20. Un conejo  A rabbit  

9  Madre Mother 21. Una oveja A sheep  

10 Madrastra  Stepmother 22. Una tortuga  A tortoise  

11 Hermanastro/hermanastra Stepbrother/Stepsister 23. Una serpiente  A snake  

12 Hijo/a Son /daughter 24. Un ratón A mouse  

13  Sobrino/a Nephew/Niece 25. Una cobaya A guinea -pig  

14 Primo/prima Cousin  26. Un pez  A fish 

15 Abuelo/abuela  Grandfather /grandmother 27. Un pájaro A bird 

16 Tío/Tía Uncle/Aunty  28. Un caballo A horse  

17 Amigo/a Friend  29. Un cerdo  A pig  

 Los Números - numbers 

0      1      2      3      4      5      6      7      8      9      10      11      12      13      14       15     16       17       18        19       20      30      40      50    100 

 cero       uno     dos        tres     cuatro   cinco       seis      siete      ocho    nueve      diez        once     doce       trece     catorce    quince dieciséis   diecisiete  dieciocho  diecinueve veinte      treinta    cuarenta   cincuenta  cien 

When we give someone’s age in Spanish, we say ‘has’ rather than ‘is’ and always use the verb’ tener’ eg. Tengo once años ( I am eleven years old )  eg. Mi madre tiene cuarenta años 

(My mum is forty) 
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33.Los meses del año – The months of the year  53. ¿Cuándo es tu cumpleaños? – When is 
your birthday? 

30. El lunes Monday 37. Enero  January 44. Agosto August 49. Mi cumpleaños es ….. My birthday is…                                                                        

31. El Martes Tuesday 38. Febrero February 45. Septiembre September 50. El dos de enero 2nd of January 

32. El miércoles Wednesday 39. Marzo March 46.. Octubre October 51. El veinticinco de marzo 25th March 

33. El jueves Thursday 40. Abril April 47. Noviembre November 52. El treinta y uno de octubre 31st October 

34. El viernes Friday 41. May May 48.. Diciembre December 53. El dieciséis de abril 16th April 

35. El sábado Saturday 42. Junio June    54. El veintidós de noviembre 22nd November 

36. El domingo Sunday 43. Julio July    55. El quince de agosto 15th August 

Key verbs 
56. Tener  To have 68 Ser  To be 75 Vivir  To live 
 57 Tengo I have  63. Soy  I am  69. Vivo  I live  
58.  Tienes You (singular) have  64. Eres  You (singular) are  70. Vives  You live  
59.. Tiene He/she /it has 65. Es He/she/it is  71. Vive  He/she/it lives 
60.  Tenemos We have  66.  Somos We are  72. Vivimos  We live  
61. Tenéis You (plural) have 67. Sois  You (plural) are 73. Vivís  You (plural) lives 
62. Tienen  They have  68.  Son  They are  74. Viven  They live 

 Spanish punctuation  Example 
75 In Spanish we use two question marks: one at the beginning of the question and one at the end. ¿Cómo te llamas? – What’s your name? ¿Qué te gusta hacer?  

76 In Spanish, we use two exclamation marks: one at the beginning and one at the end of a sentence Í Qué interesante! – How interesting! 

77 Spanish Accents  Example  

78 Accents are normally found on vowels in Spanish ó  í  é  á   exception - ñ 
7 Accents in Spanish always point in the same direction – to the right á 
80. Accents are used to stress pronunciation     / bolígrafo/    / ratón /  
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  Computing Elements - Key Definitions Examples 

1.  Software The term for referring to applications or apps that are used on a computer to accomplish a 
task. 
 

Microsoft PowerPoint or Scratch.  

2.  Hardware The physical computer devices that you can touch. 
 

A laptop or an iPad.  

3.  Input The device or method used for entering data into a computer. 
 

A mouse of keyboard.  

4.  Output The device or method used for receiving data from a computer. 
 

A computer monitors or speaker.  

5.  Variables This is a value that can change when you are running an application. You can lose a life when playing a game, you have made in Scratch.  

6.  Selection When there is more than one option within the program. 
 

In scratch your sprite can move left OR right. 

7.  Repetition When you want to repeat (or loop) an action in a program. You want your sprite to move across the screen over and over 
again 

8.  Network When one computer is connected to another to allow them to share data and Information. 
 

When devices are connected to the Internet.  

9.  Connection The way that your computer is connected to another. 
 

Using WIFI or 4G.  

10.  E-Safety The act of staying safe online. 
 

Using the computers in a respectful and responsible way and how 
to report concerns to adults.  

Key terms and their families  

11. Network 12. Hardware 13.Software (Applications) 
Internet 

Data 
Connection 

4G 
5G 

WIFI 
Wireless 
Router 

User Name 
Password 

Computer 
Keyboard 

Mouse 
Microphone 

Camera 

Laptop 
iPad 

Smart Phone 
Playstation 4 

Nintendo Switch 

Microsoft Office 
Word 

PowerPoint 
Excel 

Scratch 

Google Chrome 
Safari 

Animal Crossing 
Zoom 

FIFA 20 
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Computing Key Information 
18. Programming Use software such as Scratch to make simple programs such as animating a character to move around the stage or creating a simple 

computer game.  
 

19. Networking When devices are connected to others within the room.  A lot of devices are connected to many others all around the world using 
the Internet. There are different types of connection including WIFI, 4G and Ethernet cables  
 

20. Searching for Information Use the Internet and a web browser such as Google Chrome to search for information using a search engine.  
 

21. Analyse and Evaluate 
Information 

Use the information found using a search engine or information we have read in a magazine or newspaper and decide if it is true or 
false and how the information might affect you or your friends and family.  
 

22. Using Software Use applications on the computer such as Scratch or Microsoft PowerPoint to complete different projects in class. More than one 
application could be used to complete one project.   
 

23. Using Technology Safely Understand how to stay safe online and how to treat others respectfully and responsibly when talking online. 
 Know the different way to report problems depending on the website you are using.  
Understand that you should always tell an adult if you are unsure or do not feel safe.  

Connecting to the Internet and using applications on a computer 

14. Network  

How devices are connected to 
share information 

15. Connection  

How you connect to a network 

16. Hardware  

The physical devices to run on 
applications on 
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 Key Concepts-Key Definitions 
1. Observational Drawing To record (look closely) a subject as accurately as possible 
2. Line Drawing A drawing using only line, no tone 

3. Tone Highlights/mid tones and shadow. This is used to make our drawings look 3D and realistic. 
4. Mark Making Marks made with media to show the texture or surface of something e.g furry, smooth 
5. Block Colour Colour in a single tone with no variation 
6. Repeat To do or say something more than once. 
7. Printmaking Creating art by transferring an image or design by contact with a matrix such as a block, plate, stone, or screen. 
8. Polystyrene (Poly) 

printmaking 
Polystyrene is the material we can carve our design into. This can be done with pencil or felt tip. 

9. Screen Printing Is where you force ink or metal on to (a surface) through a prepared screen of fine material to create a picture or pattern 
10.  Relief Printing Is a printmaking process consisting of cutting or etching a printing surface so that all that remains of the original surface is the 

design to be printed. 

 Art History Key terms 
11. Pop Art Pop Art is an art movement that arose in the late 1950s and 60s. 

It uses imagery from popular and mass culture eg. advertising, celebrities, comic books, and everyday objects. 

12. Advertising The activity or profession of producing advertisements for products or services 
13. Mass Production The production of large quantities of an article by an automated mechanical process. 
14. Popular Culture Culture based on the tastes of ordinary people. 
15. Pop Art Painting Bright colours, patterns, bold outlines, repeat patterns, food, faces and words. 
16. Pop Music Pop music is the genre of popular music that produces the most hits, sells many copies 
17. Pop Artists Andy Warhol, Roy Lichtenstein, Keith Haring, Claes Oldenberg, Jasper Johns. 
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18 Printmaking originated in China after paper was invented around AD 105 
19 Relief printing appeared in Europe in the 15th Century, when the process of papermaking was imported from the East. 
20 Printmaking was initially used to reproduce different religious texts and manuscripts for distribution 
21 Over time, this evolved from preservation to becoming its own art form 

 Andy Warhol 
22. Andy Warhol is famous for Printmaking and is one of the most well-known artists during the Pop Art movement.  
23. He is famous for his bright and bold paintings and prints that celebrate 1960s popular culture.  

24. Printmaking allowed Warhol to repeat images using different colours or sometimes adding paint to the printed surface. 

25. Warhol famously made a print of Campbell’s Soup – a popular brand of soup in the United States.  
26. The print technique Warhol used was silk screen printing to mass-produce artworks based on photographs of celebrities like the one of the film-star 

Marilyn Monroe.  
27.. Other famous Artists who use Printmaking in their artwork include; Pablo Picasso, Roy Lichtenstein, Peter Blake, Keith Haring,  

Print technique  
28.  Block Repeat -  30. Half-drop repeat  
 It is the simplest style of repeat.  

It is simply formed by stacking the original repeat in a 
basic 

 

 Is very similar to the brick/half-brick, but the 
images are offset vertically instead of horizontally. 
 

 
29.  Brick Repeat  31. Mirror Repeat  
 Images are arranged like bricks on a house – they are in 

a horizontal row, and then the next row is offset to 
create a staggered look. 

 

 D. Mirror image – like block repeat but the image is 
flipped horizontally (as if looking in a mirror) 
showing a symmetrical pattern. 
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 Musical Elements-Key Definitions  Key Musical Styles and Genres 
13.  Pulse Pulse is a steady beat like a ticking 

clock or your heartbeat. 
11. Blues A style of music influenced by black Africans who had 

been taken to America as slaves.  As well as work songs, 
they sang sad songs. 

14.  Rhythm Patterns of long and short sounds 
played within a steady beat. 

12. Jazz A style of music, native to America, featuring instrument 
such as the saxophone and the trumpet with solo and 
ensemble improvisations on basic tunes and chord 
patterns.  

15.  Pitch How high or low a musical note is. 13. Rock ‘n’ Roll Rock ‘n’ Roll is a form of rock developed in the 1950s and 
1960s. Rock music combines many kinds of music from the 
United States such as country music, folk music, gospel 
music, blues and jazz. 

16.  Tempo The speed of a piece of music. 14 Rock A style of music that has a strong beat. Rock almost always 
focuses on the singer or singers. It often features electric 
guitars along with drums, electric bass, and sometimes 
piano or organ. 

17.  Dynamics The varying levels of volume within 
a piece of music. 

15. Reggae A music genre that began in Jamaica in the late 1960s.  

18.  Performance The act of entertaining an audience 
by singing or playing a piece of 
music on a music instrument. 

16. Pop Pop music is the genre of popular music that produces the 
most hits. A hit is a song that sells many copies, and the 
latest hits are listed every week on the charts.  

19.  Solo To perform music to an audience 
by yourself. 

17. Rap This style is basically rhythmic, rhyming speech.  Rap songs 
often tell stories about rappers and their backgrounds. 

20.  Ensemble To perform music to an audience 
as part of a group. 

18. Hip Hop A style that includes many types of expression—for 
example, rapping, deejaying, dancing, and graffiti painting.  
There is a big focus on music technology in the recording 
of this style. 

21.  Improvisation Creating and performing music on 
the spot. 

19. Opera A play set to music and often sung in a foreign language. 

22.  Composition A process of writing your own 
music. 

20. Musical 
Theatre 

A play which features songs as well as spoken dialogue 
and dancing. 
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Key Features of Music 
 

 21. Stave-the five lines that music is written on 
 

 

  

Musical Instruments and their families 

28. Strings 29. Woodwind 30. Brass 31. Percussion- tuned  32. Percussion untuned 
Violin 
Viola 
Cello 
Double Bass 
Harp 

Piccolo 
Flute 
Clarinet 
Oboe 
Bassoon 

Trumpet 
Trombone 
French Horn 
Tuba 

Xylophone  
Glockenspiel 
 

Timpani 
Snare Drum 
Triangle 
Maracas 

27.Double Bar line-used to show 
the end of a piece of music 

26.Rest-used to show silence in music 

23. Bar line-used to split the music in to equal 
numbers of beats. 

 22. Time signature-tells you how may beats are 
in each bar of the music 

24. Treble clef-indicates how to 
read the notes within a piece of 
music. 

25.  Key signature-tells us what key to 
play the piece of music in  
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Key Terms 
1. HEALTH Is a state of complete mental, physical and social 

well-being; not merely the absence of illness or 
infirmity.  

13. LEADER Person who holds responsibility and respect and has followers they 
can influence. 

2. FITNESS Is the ability to meet the demands of your 
environment.  

14. NATIONAL 
GOVERNING 
BODY (NGB) 

They oversee everything to do with that sport in a country.  e.g. the 
Football Association (FA) runs football in England. 

3. EXERCISE The activities you do to improve your fitness. 15. FAIR PLAY Appropriate fair behaviour, which involves respecting fellow 
competitors and adhering to the rules. 

4. PARTICIPATION To take part in a sport.  16. RULES Define how to win fairly. 
5. PERFORMANCE How well you complete a task. 17. VALUES The principles and standards of behaviour that is expected in sport 

and life.  A sporting value is something that also benefits you in 
everyday life. 

6. EXCELLENCE Striving to be the best you can be. 18. TACTICS Plans used against opponents’ weaknesses and for own strengths. 
7. SKILL Learned combination of movements. 19. STRATEGY A plan for achieving success. 
8. TECHNIQUE Method used to perform a skill. 20. ANALYSE To examine something in detail, in order to explain it. What are the 

positives and negatives of a topic. 
9. ENVIRONMENT The surroundings or conditions that you need to 

play specific sports. 
21. EVALUATE To form an idea, assess how successful something is. 

10. HEART RATE 
(HR)  

The number of times the heart beats per minute 
(bpm). 
  

22. R. I. C. E. Rest, Ice, Compression, Elevation – First Aid Technique to treat sports 
injuries including strain, sprain, overuse injury and concussion. 

11. WARM-UP To include a pulse raising activity, stretching and 
familiarisation or skill-based activity. 

23. BALANCED 
DIET 

Is eating the right amounts of Carbohydrates, Fats, Protein, Fibre, 
Vitamins, Minerals and Water. 

12. COOL DOWN Gradually reducing heart rate and breathing rate 
whilst stretching muscles to remove waste 
products. 

24. NUTRIENTS Come from the food and drink we eat, and we need it to stay alive and 
healthy. 
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Benefits of exercise  
31. Mental  

 
Improved in confidence in your physical 
abilities 

Reduces stress and improves mood  
 

Improves body image and self esteem 
 

32. Social 
 

Make new friends 
 

Helps to develop cooperation and 
teamwork skills 

Helps with management of anxiety and stress 
 

33. Physical  
 
 

Helps control weight/reduces the risk of 
obesity. 

Improves strength 
 

Improves cardiorespiratory endurance 
 

 

Heart Rate  
34. Heart rate (HR)  The number of times the heart beats per minute (bpm) 

35. RHR  Resting heart rate 
36. Radial pulse The pulse found in your wrist 
37.  Calculate your HR Count how many times it beats in 15 seconds x 4 (4 x 15 seconds = 1 minute) = HOW MANY TIMES YOUR HEART BEATS PER MINUTE (bpm) 

38.  Resting Heart Rate Your Resting Heart Rate (RHR) is a basic indicator of your level of fitness – The lower your RHR, the more efficiently your heart works. 

39. Healthy Heart Rate Normal resting heart rate is between 60bpm and 100bpm in people over 10 years old. 
 

 

Key sports 
 Sport  National Governing Body (NGB) 
25. Football The Football Association (FA) 
26. Netball England Netball 
27. Rugby Rugby Football League (RFL) 
28. Badminton Badminton England 
29. Swimming British Swimming 
30. Athletics UK Athletics 
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 Food and Nutrition Key Definitions  Equipment 
23.  Food 

 
What people eat to survive and be healthy 
Food usually comes from animals and plants. Eaten by living things to 
provide energy and nutrition.   

12  Sieve Used to separate and break up clumps in dry 
ingredients such as flour, as well as to aerate and 
combine them. 

24.  Nutrition 
 

The processes by which an animal or plant takes in and utilises food 
substances.  

13.  Tongs Tongs have two movable arms that are joined at 
one end, used for picking up and holding things. 

25.  Essential 
Nutrients  

Essential nutrients include protein, carbohydrate, fat, vitamins, and 
minerals. 

14. Ladle A large long-handled spoon with a cup-shaped 
bowl, used for serving soup or sauce. 

26.  Eat well Guide The guide outlines the recommendations for eating a healthy balanced 
diet and the foods you should consume 

15. Blender Mixes things to an electric mixing machine used in 
food preparation for liquidizing, chopping, or 
pureeing. 

27.  Government 
Healthy guidelines 

This consists of 8 tips for healthy eating and diet 16. Measuring 
Jug 

A jug or cup marked up in graded amounts, used in 
cooking to measure liquids. 

28.  Hygiene Maintaining health and preventing disease, especially through 
cleanliness. This could be personal hygiene, hygiene in the kitchen or 
when handling food 

17.  Spatula An implement with a broad, flat, blunt blade 
(usually plastic), used for mixing and spreading 
things, especially in cooking. Ideal for scraping 
mixture out of bowls  

29.  Cross 
contamination 

Is the transfer of harmful bacteria to food from other foods, cutting 
boards and utensils. This is essential when handling poultry or raw meat 

18. Fish Slice A kitchen utensil with a broad flat blade for lifting 
fish and fried foods. 
 

30.  Seasonality Of food refers to the times of year when a given type food is at its peak, 
either in terms of harvest or its flavour. This is usually the time when the 
item is the cheapest and the freshest on the market.  

19.  Colander Used to strain foods such as pasta, rice or rinse 
vegetables. The little holes allow liquid to drain 
through while retaining the solids inside. 

31.  Equipment kitchen equipment and tools or utensils are used for food preparation. 
Such as graters, mixers, spatula, colander etc. 
 

20. Palate 
Knife 

Especially for the use of spreading a substance 
onto a flat surface, such as frosting on a cake.  

32.  Food preparation 
techniques 

Peeling, chopping, slicing, grating, mixing, whisking, beating, kneading.  21. Vegetable 
peeler 

Metal slotted blade to peel skin or peel off fruit 
and vegetables safely. 

33.  Cooking 
techniques 

Boiling, steaming, simmering, poaching, stewing, grilling, shallow frying, 
deep fat frying, toasting, baking and roasting. 
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Healthy Eating – Eat well guide (5 sections plus water) 
 
22. 23. 24. 25. 26. 
 
 

 
 

 
 
    

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

Eat at least 5 portions of fruit and 
vegetables each day 

Base meals on potatoes, 
rice, pasta or other starchy 
carbohydrates 

Eat some beans, fish, eggs 
meat or protien 

Eat some dairy or dairy 
alternatives ( such as soya or 
yoghert 

Choose unsaturated oils 
and spreads and eat 
small amounts 

Food – where it comes from and what it can be processed into 
 
27. Cow 28. Pig 29. Chicken (Poultry) 30. Fish 31. Potato 32. Cereal crops 
Beef (Mince)  
Steak (Rump 
and Sirloin) 
 

Sausages 
Pork mince 
Loin of pork 
Belly pork 
Leg of pork 

Chicken legs/thighs 
Chicken burgers 
Chicken breast  
Chicken nuggets 
Chicken gougons 
 

Haddock/Plaice/Cod 
Salmon/Tuna/Macerel 
Fish fingers/Fish cakes 
Shrimps/prawns/Crab/lobster 

Boiled potatoes 
Roast potatoes 
Crisps 
Chips 
Mash potatoes 

Rice 
Oats 
Maize 
 
Wheat 

Rice krispies, rice pudding 
Porridge, flap jacks 
Cornflakes, sweetcorn, corn on   
the cob 
Flour – cakes, bread, pasta 

 

Measurements 

33.  Tsp 34. Tbsp. 35.Pt 36. Ml 37. Oz 38. G 39. KG 40. 1oz 41. Ipt 

Teaspoon          Tablespoon           Pint Millilitre Ounce              Grams Kilogram        =25g = 500ml 
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